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Easy to use, widely adopted
It’s no surprise that the average “adoption rate” for analytics is 25% 
when the tools are so hard to use. Not Sigma. We’re built the way 
you think—in spreadsheets.

Input Tables let you easily 
and securely write new data 
to your data warehouse

Drive Data Warehouse Flexibility with Sigma
Cloud-native Analytics Built for Modern Business

Add New Data Manually enter data, or copy/paste from your 
favorite sources and spreadsheets

Analyze the future
Easily change and modify your data to perform 
what/if analysis and to build predictive scenarios 
that keep up to date with live data

Manage your 
source of truth

The data that’s added to input tables is yours and 
in your warehouse. Integrate it throughout your 
ecosystem as the source of truth 

Sigma Input Tables

Sigma Input Tables evolve how business 
users "Bring their own Data" to their cloud 
data warehouse the same way they would in 
Excel. Users can add editable tables or 
columns to add data when it’s missing, 
iterate on it to explore what/ifs, or to 
capture context across the organization. All 
edits are secure, auditable, and accessible 
from the warehouse to be leveraged 
downstream.

Product Feature

Input Sales Forecasts

“ Sigma’s input tables have been a turning point for Strategus, giving 
our users the power to incorporate their data by bridging the gap 
between information and analysis.”

Mark Sussman
Director of Data and Analytics, Strategus
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Supported Warehouses Free Trial
Start Exploring Your Data Today. Sigma is the 
fastest and easiest way to explore ALL the data 
in your cloud data warehouse without the need 
for special expertise.

FREE TRIAL

Enterprise grade security 
built for your Chief Security 
Officer (CISO)

With Sigma, your data never leaves your 
data warehouse. No extracts, no caching, 
no data at rest. Everything stays where it 
belongs and all operations are executed 
inside the warehouse. With Sigma you get 
row-level and role-based security to make 
sure that the right data goes to the right 
person. Sigma supports key security 
protocols like GDPR, SAS70, AWS Private 
Link, HIPAA, Privacy Shield, CCPA, CSA, 
SOC 3, SOC 2 Type II, and SOC 1 Type II.

Sigma is a cloud-native analytics platform that uses a familiar spreadsheet interface to give business users instant access to explore 
and get insights from their cloud data warehouse. It requires no code or special training to explore billions of rows, augment with new 
data, or perform “what if” analysis on all data in real-time.

Explore, analyze, and report on massive live datasets and leverage your Data Warehouse's 
data governance within Sigma

Break down the data 
warehouse barrier 
Make your warehouse more usable and 
accessible by writing tables directly into the 
warehouse within a Sigma workbook. 
Dramatically increase the ease in which 
your teams can input data into your 
workflows, improve their ability to run 
ad-hoc scenarios without additional 
requests and centralize the capture of 
transitory business information. Reinvent 
your team's approach to data interactions 
using direct inputs to your production 
grade warehouse. 
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